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putting English interests first. If they build piers,
they build them in the wrong place. The education in
the schools is hopelessly inadequate to Ireland. Since
the War all kinds of new regulations against Ireland's
trade and commerce have been started. In the case of
fixed prices, Ireland always gets less for the same or
even superior goods. The old Sinn Fein organisation
started on this, but you can do so little with an enemy
in occupation of your country. Directly we get the
Republic into working order we shall do a lot.
Is the Daily Herald trying to please everybody ?
They seem to love LI. George and the King! To
me it seems so odd that with all the genius the English
have for compromise, no Labour leader can find a
compromise that will make the workers of different
sections work together or evolve a policy that will
carry the country.
I am so glad you are going to Miss Neild. It will
be heavenly in a garden after London. Cork is very
warm and very dry. We don't seem to have any rain,
though you often see thunder clouds rolling round the
prison. The rain often seems to miss this.
That blockading and starving the enemy's children
is an old trick of the English. I have just been reading
about Carew in the reign of Elizabeth, who destroyed
harvests with machines and killed cattle with the
avowed purpose of starving women and children.
It's a real pity for me that you are not in the neigh-
bourhood. I had three visits last week. One of my
visitors has been arrested since.
Such good news from America. Much better than
you see. Nothing is allowed to be printed, but we
always hear from travellers.
I think it is a very good sign that Canada wants a
representative in the U.S.A. There are many signs
that the tide has turned at last and that we are on the

